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Firestone Walker celebrates 20 years on the
Central Coast
Posted: 3:19 am, October 31, 2016 by News Staff

New brewhouse expansion sets stage for next 20 years
–Twenty years ago, brothers-in-law Adam Firestone and David Walker launched a tiny brewery on the back-forty of the
family vineyard. Their first beer was Double Barrel Ale (DBA), and it was available only on the Central Coast under the
rallying cry “It’s what we drink around here.”
While much has changed over the past two decades, much has also remained the same, including the fact that DBA
is still brewed right here on the Central Coast.
“Although we have grown over the last 20 years and now welcome visitors from all over the world, we are still stubbornly
tied to the Central Coast and California,” David Walker said. “The majority of our beers are still enjoyed within 200 miles
of the brewery, and that makes us smile because the sweetest beer to drink is the one closest to the brewhouse.”
And that brewhouse isn’t going anywhere—in fact, it is currently undergoing a major expansion.
“The expanded brewhouse will solve our current capacity constraints and set the table for our next 20 years and
beyond, here in Paso Robles and on the Central Coast,” Adam Firestone said. “We are committed to the community
that has raised and supported us faithfully all these years.”

From grapes to grains
To mark the brewery’s 20th anniversary, Firestone Walker is set to release XX—a barrel-aged strong ale blended from
five component beers with input from local winemakers. Individually boxed bottles of XX will be available at the main
brewery in Paso Robles and Firestone Walker’s Barrelworks in Buellton starting on Oct. 29, and will find its way to
local shelves shortly thereafter.
A total of 17 local winemakers attended the XX blending session last August. The anniversary ale blending session has
become an annual late-summer rite, revolving around a reliable team of friendly vintners who come for the challenge and
the camaraderie.
“Our winemaker friends are practicing experts in the art of blending,” said Brewmaster Matt Brynildson. “Their input is
invaluable when it comes to blending a seamless beer from widely varied components.”
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Brewhouse expansion
In the meantime, Firestone Walker’s brewhouse expansion is taking shape, with still beams now going up after the
recent completion of the foundation along with pipefitting and related underground work. Brewing vessels are complete
and shipping from Germany, with a target arrival of late November.
The expanded brewhouse will feature state-of-the-art brewing technologies as well as new energy and water recovery
systems.
Numerous local contractors are helming the brewhouse expansion architecture and construction, including Harris &
Associates (architecture and design), GTC Construction (concrete), Rarig Construction (structural), Tyson Heer and
Hank’s Welding Services (pipefitting and assembly) among others. The goal is for the expanded brewhouse to be
operational in the spring of 2017.
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David Hanush · Paso Robles, California
Congratulations.
But I would have thought that they were using STEEL beams for th expansion, not "still" beams.
"Brewhouse expansion
"In the meantime, Firestone Walker’s brewhouse expansion is taking shape, with still beams now
going up. . ."
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